Can you call for a “Revival” without humbly seeking
repentance and reform first? —Is that not like
asking God to put icing on a cake that isn’t there?
I am very saddened in my heart that so many
churches have been lulled into the religious fairytale land that they are all fallen to. So many of
these groups of people don’t even understand some
of the most basic logistics of the Almighty’s
building blocks for a true congregation of
believers. And this is of course due to many
contributing factors, but mostly to the fact that
satan and his pompous elite do not want the masses
to know how to get back to being obedient to that
Bible, and for centuries now, have successfully
hidden the most important elements of that Bible
from the world’s peasantry.
As often now happens in our apostate world, I have
again heard from a few church leaders in town who
are sadly of the impression that they can perhaps
sugar coat a lot of their world’s problems by calling
for a “revival”. A number of them have all united
to call for a “revival” in our area, but they will
surely soon thereafter wonder why their “revivals”
are never taken seriously by the Father and/or by
the more serious in town who seem to also deep
down know why this “plan” for their church(es) is
not bringing the results they would otherwise have
hoped for. –they are being the most un-biblical in a
humanist pragmatic sense, not understanding that
what they are doing is working against the will of
the One they are supposedly putting this “revival”
together for.
It is this lack of understanding that these folks have
that saddens me, as they are (for the most part)
ignorantly following the same old formula that the
watered-down evangelical church has trained them
to follow, fitting-in with our modern age of instant
TV dinners, etc, where one feels they needn’t do
any of the old fashioned studying to get to their
intended “blessings from God”. They would just
rather hope to pop their prayers into some kind of
spiritual microwave for a few minutes on “revival
Sunday”, and hope that God will bless them with a
church full of excited attendees that will put a big
ol‘ smiley face on their church for generations to
come, etc.

They fail to see the fact that one is being arrogant
towards YHWH when he or she simply seeks a
revival, without first calling the ecclesia together to
establish the proper road to study where it might be
that they truly need genuine reform and repentance
in their midst, which is definitely required before
Father would ever consider rewarding a church
with a genuine revival. But they sing and dance as
if they deserve their revival blessing anyway, not
knowing that their Jesuit-conditioned,
contemporary method of “appeasing God” is not
going to satisfy the angers of an otherwise absent
God. They think that they can bring Him back to
their midst bearing a cornucopia of blessings just
by singing the right songs and praying the right
prayers here and there, but the Bible says that
Father seeks obedience and listening to Him above
sacrifices and special services, etc. (see 1st Samuel
15:32)
These people are so steeped in their “cut to the
chase” method of seeking YHWH’s favor, that its
almost like a bunch of kinder-gardeners sitting in
cardboard boxes pretending that they are all in
expensive race cars driving for the finish line in
some kind of grand prix race of some kind—they
are so self-convinced of their imaginative ways of
reaching their goal that their emotional result gives
them a false sense of reality and achievement in
their pumped up moments of singing, sharing
testimonies, praying, etc, where I can’t help but
feel that many of these people are only causing the
Father to fold His arms in an even greater rage,
seeing that they want to do everything but take the
time to read His book and understand that they
have lost sight of Him, and going so far into the
past that they are on an entirely different path than
the Bible teaches.
They run right to the revival part, just like a child
might lick the icing off of a cake first, doing so
without first solemnly seeking the Father’s true
counsel and original instruction for their lives,
sadly relying only on the television-instilled ways
in which many of them were so erroneously taught

to please their god by the global church system.
They are in spiritual quicksand but haven’t a clue
that they are sinking deeper and deeper into the
abyss of an eternal disconnect from the true God of
the Bible, as the emotional highs that they drive
themselves into ‘feeling’ are only as placebos that
naturally would work well with folks who have
never felt the real thing—meaning the REAL love
and lordship of YHWH.

American “Churchianity” elite will sadly have to
find out the hard way that they have been living the
lukewarm life that will bring tragedy in their
eternities. They will hear “depart from me, ye that
work iniquity” (Matthew 7:23) when they too, find
out that their decision that Christ “should not reign
over them” is going to be a serious problem in that
great day of YHWH. (See the parable surrounding
Luke 19:27).

So on with their revival they go, singing and
dancing and “praising the LORD” (or so they call
it) when in all reality, they are only praising
themselves and their own made up substitute ways
in which they have decided to go about seeking this
god for his mercies and blessings. The blessings
are all they inwardly seek, and so the ability to
want to truly please Him by obeying His true
Word, thereby showing true worship for him, is left
in the dust behind their cardboard grand prix cars in
their quick-fix fury to reach the finish line of
mortal wealth and happiness.

Today’s professing Christians in America are so far
behind the eight ball of pride that they think that
they have the right to re-arrange the “old
fashioned” rules of God to fit whatever best suits
their own rules of spiritual happiness, thus
technically creating their own adjusted religion
consisting then of part biblical instruction and part
human imagination, thereby creating more and
more “denominational” religions left and right, via
their own ever-changing commandments for their
custom-built church.

In the true revival days of the reformation, the
people, led by the brave reformers of their time,
first understood and had accepted that they had
been hoodwinked for centuries by the Roman
Catholic church into false ways that were in many
ways blasphemous against God, but today we are
too proud to admit that perhaps we too, have let our
guard down and have let this again take place in the
last five hundred years since then as well. “We are
Americans!” some will proudly boast, “We are the
world’s beacon of Christian truth” others
arrogantly think to themselves, but the fact of the
matter is that America has lost its way so badly that
even third world countries are instead being led to
the Father and His wedding banquet in our stead,
doing so the right way via repentance and reform.
These newcomers haven’t been so effectively
television-trained to be so arrogant and prideful
that they needn’t do any changing in regards to
their sin—these third world peoples are more
grateful for such salvation and thereby accept that
they had been failing the instruction of their
Creator and wisely take the proper steps to show
their gratitude, and unlike their American
counterparts, humbly bow before their Great King,
showing Him that they are willing that He should
reign over them if they are to receive of His
blessings. They recognize Him as both their Lord
and Savior, both rescuer and lawgiver. But today’s

So again… Revival without repentance and
reform? Without first seeking genuine repentance
and a true solemn reform of their church to
YHWH’s proper instruction for their lives my
friends, the Father will never be in attendance to
bless such a gathering, and all that will happen is
an occasional satanically-designed kinder-garden
grand prix pep rally at “team church”, in the
American town of “Willfully Ignorant, U.S.A.”.
Want a REAL revival? Consider the more serious
instructions behind this passage:
“If my people, which are called by my
name, shall humble themselves, and
pray, and seek my face, and turn from
their wicked ways; then will I hear from
heaven, and will forgive their sin, and
will heal their land.” —2Chronicles 7:14
But the bulk of the world’s churches do not have a
love of the truth that they might be saved (2Thess
2:8-12) as a revival is not a “name it and claim it”
treat, but rather a well-deserved reward from the
Father for purifying one’s church and land from
iniquity. Today’s children don’t want to clean up
their rooms, they just want the icing on the cake.
—Dwaine Moore
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